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Positive Images Festival 2019 report
In 2019 Positive Images Festival marked its

Executive Summary:
Positive Images Festival’s primary aim is to celebrate diversity in all its aspects. This year marks our
25th Anniversary.
The varied programme for this year comprised events arranged by the Executive Committee of the
festival as well as those arranged by our member partners.
Events arranged by the Executive Committee were the Multicultural Craft & Food Fair, the
Community Information Fair, Positive Fargo, monthly poetry workshops and City of Culture Trust
funded workshops combining two different genres.
Our regular partners and new ones arranged a variety of events in different parts of the city. The
report contains organisers’ and visitors’ feedback. Hopefully, we will be able to build on our strengths
and work on shortcomings.
We also incorporated festivals: Coventry Welcomes Festival, Festival of Creativity & Wellbeing,
Reclaiming the Canal Festival, Hillfields Community Festival, Coventry Fusion Festival and Coventry
Pride Festival.
The number of exhibitions included in this year’s festival is the highest in our 25 year history. Visitor
figures for some of the exhibitions are phenomenally high.
Our festival booklet and our programme have been well-received.
Colin Scott, Chair of Positive Images Festival, and I thank: event organisers for their loyal support; our
funders – City of Culture Trust/Heart of England Community Foundation & Awards for All; volunteers
for their willing assistance at all times and visitors to our events.
∞ ∞ ∞

Background information about the festival:
Positive Images Festival started in 1994 as a one day Multicultural Book Fair and has now blossomed
into a three week festival. We celebrate diversity, showcase local talent, promote partnership
working, disseminate information about services of partner organisations and offer volunteering
opportunities. We are journeying enthusiastically towards 2021.
Planning for this people’s festival started in September 2018, with planning meetings held every
month. A decision was made to mark our milestone year – 25th Anniversary, with a long celebratory
season.
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Message from Martin Sutherland, Chief Executive of the Coventry City of Culture Trust
“The Positive Images Festival is a jewel in Coventry’s cultural offer,
shining a spotlight on our city’s creativity, diversity and rich history. For
25 years, participants have challenged and inspired audiences to
celebrate difference. The varied programme is a testament to our city’s
artists, truly reflecting our vibrant and youthful culture.
“The Coventry City of Culture team values what the Festival continues
to deliver and we encourage everyone to get involved, experience
something new and celebrate our city and its communities.”

Events arranged by us:
Our 25th anniversary celebrations started in May with free workshops, funded by the City of
Culture Trust. We decided to be innovative by combining two different genres in each
workshop.
*Art and Yoga Workshops combined expressive drawing and yoga, giving attendees an opportunity
to unlock their artistic creativity and learn basic yoga postures in a relaxed and peaceful setting.
Workshop leaders’ comments: Participants’ ages ranged between 25 and 65. Some participants were
attracted by the physical/creative elements, others by the mindfulness/meditation content.
Modifications were made to accommodate people with disability. Participants enjoyed the
workshops and provided very positive feedback. Some participants returned for all three sessions.
And here is a comment from a participant: “The workshop was lovely, the setting very peaceful and
the teachers helped me and my partner to feel relaxed. My partner didn’t feel confident to draw,
so it was suggested to make things with clay, which he did. Yoga and drawing was an interesting
combination. The concept was brought together very nicely. Well done to the tutors for this! “
*Colour Me Write Workshops: 3 workshops, led by Emilie Lauren-Jones – published poet & Kate
Severn Hills - an artist and founder of Create to Motivate (a women only group), combined poetry,
craft and Mindfulness. Very positive feedback was received and the pieces produced were simply
incredible.
Participants found it “brilliant to just play with paint”. Another attendee remarked about “how well
the two arts complement each other” and felt elated to be able to do both.
*Dance & Best out of Waste: In workshops led by Chaitrali Chitre and Shabana Sarguro, attendees
enjoyed dance, made things recycling household waste, learnt about essential oils, and got tips on
gardening. In the last workshop, attendees learnt how to relax. This was followed by a mehndi
demonstration. The workshops were well-attended, fun-filled, very informative and engaging and
attracted a wide age range.
*Environmental Workshops led by Anna Squires of The Environment and Me project team, alongside
wildlife photographer and film maker Simon Watts from Wild Presentations were held outdoors – at
Sherbourne Valley Allotments. Participants enjoyed the tremendous variety of activities on offer –
creating natural crafts; using a smart phone camera to capture images of nature; making a dream
catcher and much more.
Participants enjoyed “the fresh air and company”, “taking photos”, “getting close to nature”,
“Viking knitting”, “making dream catchers and watching dragon flies”. One commented about the
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allotment being “a safe place”. Yet another was positively pleased to return to a place where he used
to play as a child.

Handicraft from environmental workshop
*Music and Drumming workshops brought together two artists using different mediums –
Mahendra Patel, a full-time musician/drummer/percussionist and Fran Egan Kelly, a singer.
Organisers’ comment: We had a great mix of ages from 6 to 75. All who attended have expressed
their interest in continuing with my workshops, which are in the process of being set up in the next 2
weeks.

Happy participants of Music & Drumming workshops
*A Picture paints a Thousand Words: Published writer and photographer, Ann Evans and Robert
Tysall delivered three workshops about ways of combining photography with words. Attendees were
given tips about how to write great fiction and how to become a successful photo feature writer.
Workshop leaders were very pleased with the facilities and the helpfulness of the library staff.
Attendees described workshops as being “very interesting”, “inspirational”, “enjoyable”, “brilliant”,
“thought-provoking” and “informative”. One person has decided to join the workshop leaders’
Nuneaton class.
They were also very appreciative of the content – writing an article, turning an interview into an article,
etc. There were comments about how the workshops have facilitated attendees’ self-development –
“The workshop helped unlock a story that I never thought I would be able to do”; “has given me
ideas on how to kick start a writing career”; “I learnt that I have poetry inside me.”
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Comments about techniques learnt: “I got an insight into how images and things you visualise help
you to build your characters and build them into a story.”
Their verdict about the workshop leaders – “Two lovely workshop facilitators; lovely leading people;
extremely articulate and friendly.”
Attendees also found the setting relaxed and enjoyed being with like-minded people.
Workshop leaders’ comment: Good to see people returning from previous workshops. Excellent
location for us, with very good facilities.
*Young People’s stand-alone workshops: Two creative artists merged movement and art to create
costumes formed from household and recycled items. The workshops were led by Kate Severn Hills,
an artist and founder of Create to Motivate – a women only group and Sarah Zebruzski, a
performing arts practitioner and founder of Indigo Arts, which holds dance/movement/drama
sessions for children.
Workshop leaders’ comment: The 3 workshops were very successful – they were enjoyed by parents
and children alike and the feedback has been excellent. Children enjoyed making masks and capes,
which will be used in a performance. The capes enhance the fluidity and motion depicted in the dance
moves. The masks depict animals or faces seen in the dreams experienced. The young people enjoyed
discussing their dreams and using the dream experience as inspiration for the art and craft.
Parents were encouraged to stay with the children and assist in the art and craft and making of the
cloaks. This encouraged participation, parent and child interaction and quality time and conversation
together. Parents reported that children simply could not stop talking about the workshops.
Some parents would like to have a workshop like this for younger children, which could be a
possibility with a little adjustment and if funding was available.
(Detailed report on workshops available on request)
∞ ∞ ∞
Festival Launch
The 25th Positive Images Festival was launched by the Lord Mayor of Coventry, Councillor Linda
Bigham, and Pru Porretta (Lady Godiva) on Saturday 14th June in Broadgate. The Multicultural Craft
& Food Fair and the vibrant entertainment programme drew more than a thousand visitors.

Pru Porretta introduces the Lord Mayor, Councillor Linda Bigham
Multicultural Craft & Food Fair
The Multicultural Craft & Food Fair formed the opening event of Positive Images Festival 2019. It was
also included in Coventry Welcomes Festival. The fair got off to a flying start. However, torrential
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rain from 3.00pm onwards had an adverse effect on the entertainment programme and visitors to
the stalls. Singers tried to lighten the atmosphere by making humorous references to rain in their
songs – all impromptu!
Volunteers from Hillz FM made an excellent job of interviewing visitors, performers and stallholders.

West Indian Heritage Stall
Here are the findings, based on completed questionnaires completed by stallholders. 2 organisations
did not return the questionnaire. Also it needs to be pointed out that one organisation had 3 different
marquees.
1. 10 organisations found the arrangements of the day very good, and 2 good.
2. All organisations indicated that they had received enough information prior to the event.
3. 6 organisations found the new venue very good, 5 good and 1 poor (stage too loud,
impossible to hear visitors and customers).
4. 7 organisations found the event very useful, and 5 useful. An organisation that found the
event very useful pointed out that participation in the event had increased the confidence of
its members.
5. 9 organisations indicated their willingness to participate next year. 1 was not very sure and
responded using the word “hopefully”. 2 did not answer the question.
6. No. of visitors received ranged from 20 to 800. 1 stall reported receiving wheelchair users
and a person with learning difficulties.
7. Comments from stallholders:
*Really good engagement with people who were homeless. Some people voluntarily
helped with the set up.
* Excellent for engaging with people and encouraging them to write comments about
Coventry and having photos taken to become part of artwork.
*Our visitors were delighted to see a stall representing Caribbean culture. They also found
our cakes very tasty and appreciated the opportunity of tasting before buying.
*An enjoyable day. The entertainment was great.
*We received lots of inquiries: a lady wanted to know what activities were available for
her mother, who wanted to socialise a little, having recently recuperated from an
operation; a foster carer enquired about opportunities for young men to learn about their
ethnic background; could we help to put the visitor in touch with someone she used to
work with 30 years ago!
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Participants appreciated the provision of tea/coffee for stallholders and also the supply of
cable ties.
Some of the stallholders found the music too loud.
One participant expressed the need for free parking for stall personnel.
Organisers’ comments:
*The comments about the loud music reflect the fact that we had to change our original plan
as an organisation, which had booked Broadgate before Positive Image Festival, had taken
over a large section of Broadgate, which disrupted our layout. The marquees would have
been situated much further away.
*A novel feature was introduced by a young Hillz FM volunteer, who interviewed a
stallholder about Caribbean culture. This worked exceptionally well. We need to build on this
next year.
*It is wonderful to learn that some people have already started thinking about their input
next year and what they would do differently – for example, hire a whole marquee rather
than just one table.
*We close the report about the Multicultural Fair report with an extremely positive
comment passed on to us by a stallholder: A lady commented that due to train delays she
wasn’t going to London, found herself in town and was surprised to see the fair and
enjoyed the music, stalls and the bustle of it all!
Another fair held during the festival period was the Community Information Fair.
The aim of the Community Information Fair was to enable visitors to find out what services and
volunteering opportunities are available from the participating voluntary and community
organisations. The fair proved to be very popular and some organisations had to be turned down as
the fair was oversubscribed. 19 organisations participated. One organization did not turn up.
We had extremely good weather.
All organisations filled in an evaluation questionnaire. Here are the findings:
Arrangements for the day: 15 found them to be Very Good and 4 Good.
All 19 indicated they had received enough information prior to the event.
Suitability of the venue: 17 found the new venue Very Good and 2 Good. All stallholders, except one,
found the location better than the one in Smithford Way. 1 stallholder would like a more expansive
layout.
12 found the fair Very Useful and 7 Useful. Some of the stallholders appreciated the opportunity to
provide information and to recruit volunteers.
All 19 organisations indicated their willingness to participate next year.
The number of visitors received ranged from 18 to 200. 1 organisation reported its success in taking
several referrals. Another stallholder expressed delight at the number of things happening in
Coventry.
Organisers’ observations:
*It was very encouraging for us to read comments such as “A great event, would love to join you
next year.”
*In future, organisations intending to display pop up banners will need to be requested to bring cable
ties.
*We also need to consider having more first aides present at the fair.
*We thank Corina Daniela Maereanu, a volunteer from Coventry University, for the excellent job she
did as a volunteer staffing Positive Images Festival’s stall.
*We handled queries from visitors with particular interests. Also a lady was keen to know about free
activities in Coventry for older people.
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Positive Fargo
A two day fair, comprising information stalls, an arts exhibition, poetry and entertainment, was held
at Fargo Village. The poetry event on Saturday evening was extremely well-attended with
approximately 43 poetry enthusiasts.
Here are the findings from completed evaluation questionnaires:
1. 4 found Arrangements for the day to be very good and 10 good.
2. All organisations except 1 stated that they had received enough information prior to the
event.
3. 4 found the venue to be very good and 9 good. 4 described it as poor (a better venue when
students are in the area).
4. 2 found the event very useful, 7 useful and 5 did not find it useful.
5. 11 indicated their willingness to participate next year.
6. No. of visitors received ranged from 2 to 395.
7. Comments from stallholders:
*We think the event is really great and brings together people who wouldn’t usually visit us
at the theatre.
*We would like to be more in the action as outside the hall was busy, whereas in the hall we
were slightly away from the crowds. The hall needs more stalls and events to draw people in.
*Everyone enjoyed the event. Keep it going! See you next year!
*Lovely mix of performers, traders and visitors. A really lovely atmosphere and a nice soulful
way to spend the day.
*Would have been a more successful event with better signage, at a time when footfall
would be higher.
(A detailed report about each of the fairs is available on request.)
Monthly poetry workshops:
A free poetry workshop, led by published poet Emilie Lauren Jones, was held at the Central Library on
the last Sunday of each month. The June workshop was extremely well-attended and represented
different ethnicities, sexual orientation and a wide age range – 18 to 85. Despite the constant rain,
there was a good turnout for the July workshop.
Participants’ positive feedback included: getting to experience a wide variety of poets/poems
(including translations and poets from across the world that they would not have come across
otherwise); sense of community and the welcoming atmosphere; an appreciation of the quality and
content of handouts; growing confidence – one participant has felt confident enough to begin
putting their own show together. Some people don’t write at home but feel inspired to produce
poems during the sessions.
Organiser’s comment: At one session the group had a discussion regarding gender and sexuality,
which came about as a result of a poem one of the attendees had written. Attendees felt that writing
poems was an important way of expressing who they are.
A poem composed by the group appears at the end of the report.
∞ ∞ ∞

Multiple events organized by our partners:
Activity Club Coventry
Archery sessions at Koco Community Resource Centre and Ricoh Community Space
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Coventry Libraries:
As part of Positive Images and the Great Get Together, Cheylesmore Library arranged Afternoon Tea
and Book Sale.
Chinese Readers Group met at the Central Library
Adults as well as children enjoyed using lettering decoratively at Cheylesmore Library. The session
was so enjoyable that it overran by an hour.
French Conversation Group met at Tile Hill Library to polish spoken French skills.
Picture Book Project: Author Reading: The Picture Book Project is run by Coventry University in
partnership with Coventry Central Library. A young girl from The Middle East read a story written by
herself about her experience of leaving her homeland and settling in a new land. Her confidence was
very impressive.
Rhymetimes for Make Music Day UK: Under 4s sang songs and played musical instruments as part
of the international day of music. Comment from Hill Library: A lively, fun session with children and
parents alike enjoying songs and rhymes with musical instruments.
Storytimes:
Themed storytimes and craft activities were held at 13 libraries - Aldermoor, Allesley Park, Bell Green,
Caludon, Canley, Central, Cheylesmore, Coundon, Foleshill, Jubilee Crescent, Stoke, Tile Hill and
Willenhall. Foleshill Library even had storytime with the police.
Libraries also partnered with Coventry Welcomes Festival and hosted Conversation Cafés.

Ekta-Unity Group
All events arranged during the festival period were highly successful. Here are the organiser’s
comments:
Our Chit-Chat Coffee Mornings & Singing for Pleasure sessions aim to reduce isolation by
encouraging isolated and vulnerable members of the community to engage in the community in a
fun, friendly and enjoyable environment. Majority of the people attending this project suffer from
loneliness due to living alone, ill health, loss of a partner, etc. The project offers them an opportunity
to be in the company of others, develop friendships as well as establish support network. Those who
sing for pleasure find the activity mentally stimulating, enjoyable and therapeutic.
Following on the success of the 2018 Gender Equality workshop, we decided to hold a repeat
workshop in partnership with CRASAC in order to empower women. Manjit Rehal delivered an
excellent talk about the effects of gender inequality. This was followed by an animated discussion.
The Knitting Club has been running for a period now. It provides women an opportunity to get
together in a friendly atmosphere and learn and share their skills. Many of the women who started
coming to the club didn’t know how to knit, but with the support of a volunteer tutor and by teaching
one another they have become confident knitters.
We have been holding Yoga & Picnic in the Park for the past 5 years and the number of people
attending grows every year. It is pleasing to see that our regular participants have started bringing
with them family members and friends for a day out in the park. It is also very satisfying to see that
the yoga exercises, conducted by professionally qualified and experienced tutors, attract other people
in the park to join in. It was really positive to see people mingling, eating and sharing different food,
playing games, singing songs and joining in craft activities. The event turned out to be enjoyable
despite the weather. Park staff were very helpful and allowed us the use of tea-making facilities and
chairs.
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Diversity Day, featuring, singing, dance, yoga and exercise and displays from organisations, was the
final event of this year’s Positive Images Festival. The event, graced by the Lord Mayor of Coventry,
was exceptionally well-attended. The newly appointed Chair, Suman Ghaiwal, outlined the recent
structural changes. A sumptuous meal was enjoyed by all.

FabLab Coventry
FabLab Coventry participated in this year’s festival in a very big way by arranging: 3D Modelling
Workshop, a CV Workshop, Digital Fabrication Course Levels 1 & 2 (introducing attendees to
computerised drawings), Painting & Decorating Level 1 and Carpentry Level 1 Course (covering how
to put a shelf up, hang a picture, tiling, etc). All courses were certificated by Open College Network.
Organiser’s comments:
*All those attending the 3D Modelling Workshop managed to successfully model a watch face in 3D,
adding groove to the watch dial.
*Participants of Digital Fabrication Course Level 1 were fairly new to the city, having arrived within
the last year. All completed and fabricated their own design, using computers and digital technology.
*3 of the 4 participants on Painting & Decorating Level 1 Course have mental health needs. Nice to
have females on a predominantly male-attended course.
*In the CV Workshop attendees updated their CV with new qualifications and experiences.

FWT
Health & Wellbeing Coffee Mornings, offering a range of themed activities including crafts, cultural
activities, etc.
Basic IT Sessions
Representatives of some women’s organisations attended the Coventry Women’s Voices Get
Together, at which they enjoyed a journey through generations and wrote messages about
empowering women. One of the messages left was: Feminism isn’t about making women strong.
Women are already strong. It’s about changing the way the world perceives that STRENGTH.
Mamta Project, in partnership with health professionals, arranged Antenatal Workshops to improve
the health of women and their infants, before, during and after pregnancy.

King Henry VIII School
School Open House Event - a chance to see what a normal working day at the school is like; 2 superb
performances of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe; Summer Open Morning and Art & Design
Exhibition, showcasing the creativity of A-Level students; and Music Away Day Concerto.

Lions Clubs:
Coventry Mercia Lions arranged a Mela in Broadgate, where visitors enjoyed visiting food, art, craft
and charity stalls as well as performances by dancers and local and international singers. The event
was attended by Ms Fleur Sexton, Deputy Lieutenant West Midlands.
Daimler Green Community Centre was the setting for the Lions Club of Coventry Godiva’s Festival of
Culture. The entertainment programme was very diverse and included French songs sung by a
visiting group from Brittany. Stallholders sold art and craft items and mouth-watering dishes from
around the world.
And this is what a visitor said about the event: “Dad and I had a wonderful time at the event. There
was a great selection of food and the people running the stalls were very friendly and helpful; they
were more than happy to explain to us what everything was. There was plenty of choice for
vegetarians and the help of stall holders gave me the confidence to try food I had never eaten
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before, which I thoroughly enjoyed! A particular highlight was trying a cup of sugar cane juice and
hearing about how it is grown and transported to the UK. The music and dancers on and in front of
the stage were great to watch and it was fantastic to see people from all cultures being taught the
traditional moves. As a keen walker/mountain climber, who regularly visits Scotland, Dad also
particularly enjoyed the piper. Well done to all involved.”

Sahil:
Sahil’s Dolki Group members enjoyed playing the Dolki (a small drum) and singing songs.
Sahil’s Open Day enabled visitors to obtain advice and information on a variety of topics.
At 2 well-attended Wellbeing Workshops, attendees practised yoga, gathered tips from
professionals about mental wellbeing and had a taste of music therapy.
Organisers’ comment: All our sessions had a fun-filled environment.
SAVERS/Rotary: Creative workshops, incorporating activities for plastic recycling, were held in
selected schools and community groups.

The Singing Project
The 3 workshops for singing in folk and popular styles from UK and the world went down well.

WATCH
Hillfields Community Festival, which celebrated the culture and diversity of Hillfields, attracted 165
visitors, representing a wide variety of ethnic groups and age ranges.
HillzFM Young People’s Project offered fun, interactive radio taster sessions for children and young
people aged 8-18.
Organiser’s report: Our young people’s project has many elements which mainly include aspects of
community radio and broadcasting a live show on Hillz Radio. Young people have the opportunity to
express their creativity, learn new skills and make friends in a safe, culturally sensitive environment.
Some have the opportunity to engage in radio-based activities such as creative writing, interviewing
guests or taking lead roles, planning topics and debates to discuss live on radio.
The sessions also had a creative element of writing scripts for jingles and adverts and creating
interactive music to go along with them. Throughout the sessions, we had the chance to see each
individual build their confidence and abilities to try and accomplish new challenges. Some have gone
as far as university, starting their own business and being part of bigger organisations such as the
BBC.
Laura, a young person at HillzFM who has been attending for nearly two years said, “HillzFM have
made me feel like I belong and I am part of the family. Having my own show has been the best
thing ever. I don’t feel my disability stops me from achieving my goals and dreams, especially with
the right support.”
WATCH’s friendly employment team provided support to jobseekers at their Job Club. And this is
what one beneficiary had to say: “The advisor helped me to look for a good job. He helped me to
use the computer and know the websites to use that are best.”

WEA
A Mixed Media workshop was held at Fargo Village.
The Silk Painting workshop for beginners, held at Foleshill Library, was well-attended.
Organiser’s comment: The venue, Foleshill Library, helped to promote the silk painting session. Some
of the participants were existing WEA students.
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Incorporated festivals:
Coventry Community Fusion Festival
The police-led Community Fusion Festival was held in Broadgate on a day when it simply did not stop
raining. 27 organisations participated in the festival aimed at youth. The high point of the event was
a procession joined by the Lord Mayor of Coventry, Pru Porretta, representatives of West Midlands
Police and friends and family members of victims of gun/knife crime. The event was successful and
attracted 2,000 visitors. The entertainment programme unearthed new and emerging youth talent.
In the evaluation questionnaires, participants singled out volunteers’ contribution, a good layout and
the variety of activities for praise. The number of visitors to stalls ranged from 10 to 150. Suggestions
made were: a reduction in the length of the event, availability of power points and continued effort
to attract more young people. It was very heartening to read comments such as “Would love to
come back” and “We extend our gratitude for the platform provided to us. It’s been a wonderful
experience and opportunity to network with other organisations and the public.”
(A detailed report is available on request)

Coventry Pride Festival, with its theme of Superheroes, got off to a flying start with a parade and
live entertainment on 5 different stages. Venues used were Cathedral Ruins, The Herbert Art Gallery
& Museum, The Yard and University Square. Positive Images Festival had a marquee in University
Square on Saturday. This provided us with networking opportunities.

The Festival of Creativity & Wellbeing
Organisers’ report: 31 activities, run by creative individuals, organisations and community members,
were available for people to get involved with at The Festival of Creativity & Wellbeing, curated by
Melissa Smith (Feel Good Community) and Kerry Harvey (Starfish Collaborative) with help from
Jessica Pinson (The Herbert Art Gallery & Museum). 67% of visitors came with their family, 16.7%
with friends and 16.7% came by themselves. Everyone surveyed had tried something new. 91.65%
want to come to more events like this, 8.33% want to get involved. Facebook and word of mouth
were the main ways people found out about the festival. 100% of contributors would like to be
involved in more events like this.
The Festival supported The Herbert: 50% of the people who attended also looked around the Herbert;
50% bought food and drink; 16.7% bought things from the gift shop.
Visitor comments:
Some attendees reported feeling “more positive about the creativity and kindness in the city”,
“more connected to people”, “fortunate to have such amazing events on our doorstep in an
amazing free venue” and delighted to see “children engage through creativity”.
*It has helped me, tough times at home so it is nice to bring my family along for the afternoon and
get involved with the festival.”

Coventry Welcomes Festival (formerly called Refugee Week)
This year marked a welcome change for us as Positive Images Festival was invited to steering group
meetings right from the beginning. We were able to include in our festival almost all the events
marking the week. The theme for this year was: Celebrating Humanity: You, me and those who came
before. We thank Christabell Amoakoh, Arts Coordinator – Refugee Week, for liaising with us and
keeping us well-informed.
The festival comprised:
*Around the World in 80 Questions –This event included interesting activities such as recognising
flags and unusual animals from around the world. The winning team was awarded a hamper of
vegan goodies. Attendees enjoyed the huge mezze buffet. Some of the people behind Arabian Bites
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(refugees from the Middle East) related very touching stories. An attendee commented:” It was a
really great night and we have learnt a lot.”
*The Bundle – a powerful performance by Journey Man Theatre, shedding light on conditions
compelling a person to flee their homeland and the harsh reality of life as a refugee.
*Conversation Cafés, enabling attendees to enhance their spoken English skills in their friendly local
libraries –Bell Green, Central, Foleshill, Hillfields, Stoke, Tile Hill. Willenhall
Comments from attendees at Hillfields Library:
“I enjoy coming every week to this session and meeting new people.”
“This really helps me with my speech, in ESOL class we don’t get to practise talking much.”
*The screening of the powerful documentary ‘1500 & Counting’, followed by a discussion exploring
the link between mental health, state violence and refugees
* A Drama Workshop, arranged by The Belgrade Theatre, enabled adults to learn new skills, socialise
and have lots of fun. The one word feedback from attendees was extremely positive: Empowering,
engaging, funny, spontaneous, interactive, proud, alive, connective, friendly, motivated,
entertaining, contentment, fantastic, amazing, great, joyful, lovely, surprising, quirky, timeless,
positive.
*Dome in a Day, which had performances in a dome, assembled by volunteers. The compere was
amazing and the delightful events were marked by a fusion of different cultural influences. The
performers, who initially started life in the refugee camp at Calais, were joined by local performers.
The Dome was packed to capacity.
*Fusion arts Exhibition was launched in Friargate, with some amazing performances by dancers and
drummers. Outdoor panels by The Herbert Art Gallery & Museum highlighted the creativity of
refugees & migrants.
*Make Music Day UK, held at Priory visitor Centre, featured Gospel songs, drumming, Chinese
dancing, instrumental Chinese music and sitar recital. Positive Images Festival thanks Sammy Wan
for coordinating the event. Organising the event was a challenge as we were unsure about the
availability of the venue – Priory Visitor Centre. Also we learnt about legal requirements rather late.
An added problem was that some of the performers who had indicated their availability started
pulling out at the eleventh hour. 3 performers/groups have requested further performance
opportunities. One of the groups has already been recommended to SACRE and a dancer performed
at our workshops’ celebration event. Interesting information that has come to light as a result of this
event is that Coventry University is home to an organisation called Confucius Institute.
*Mindful Me explored the link between mental health and refugees through the screening of a
documentary.
*The Nation’s Cup Football Tournament brought together people from different backgrounds.
*Out in the UK – LGBT Asylum seekers speak:
Organiser’s report: The event highlighted the personal stories of 4 LGBT asylum seekers/refugees,
both in their own countries and since their arrival in the UK. Members of the audience were very
moved and left the meeting with a much better idea of some of the problems faced by people in their
hostile home environments and also of the difficulties faced by people claiming asylum on the
grounds of their sexuality. Half of the attendees were from “new communities”.
*Pavillion of Chairs – a spectacular construction made from chairs and sited in the Cathedral Ruins,
provided an ideal setting for Drumming for Peace, a unique display of African and South American
drumming.
*Pop-Up Poetry sessions were arranged by Good Chance Theatre in unexpected places around the
city.
*Share my Language Rhymetimes were held in selected libraries.
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*Stand Up Comedy night, aimed at young people and with acts from local comedians and dance and
music performances.
The grand finale of the festival was a Party in the City, held in Broadgate, where thousands of
visitors enjoyed music, food from across the world, fun activities and much more…

Finham Festival
Organiser’s report: Over 40 local clubs, societies and services came together for Finham Festival
2019, which brought people from the area to showcase their diverse range of services, community
spirit and local talent. The event was opened by Andy Street, Mayor of West Midlands, and
welcomed over 700 visitors, raising money for local charities. Performers included young people from
Elevate Theatre and Finham Park Academy students.
Outcome for Positive Images Festival: A visit to the festival by a representative of Positive Images
Festival proved to be fruitful as we have identified three potential participants in future events; we
also need to arrange for our festival booklet to be displayed at each stall; explore the possibility of an
article in the well-produced and informative Finham Newsletter; seek the involvement of Finham
Library in our next festival.

Reclaiming Coventry Canal Festival
The Centre for Agroecology, Water and Resilience, Coventry University, the University of Warwick
and Peace House arranged Reclaiming Coventry Canal Festival, celebrating the potential for
community engagement. A lot of literature was displayed re: the involvement of communities in the
canal project. Food, music, art work and an entertainment programme featured in the enjoyable
event, which came to a close with a drumming performance on a boat along the canal. The core
organising group and volunteers were mostly asylum seekers. It was wonderful to see young
attendees. There was also a significance presence of people with disabilities.

Entertainment at Peace House

∞ ∞ ∞
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Trails & Walks
Trails arranged by Eleanor Nesbitt
*Literary Trail
An enthusiastic group, led by Eleanor, discovered some of the many connections over the centuries
between central Coventry and some famous writers – Shakespeare, George Eliot, Philip Larkin and
many more.
Participants’ comments:
“Being bred and born in Coventry thinking I knew most of the interesting places it was a surprise
when our walk leader Eleanor Nesbitt showed us some wonderful corners of Coventry that one
did not realize existed. Would like to say a big thank you and will now join another of Eleanor's
walks covering a different subject which I am sure will be just as informative.”
“I would like to thank you for the most interesting tour yesterday and it was an added bonus for
me to meet up with a work colleague of more than 40 years ago.” (“This walker also offered me a
research paper that she had written on one of the authors. In that and other ways I continue to
learn,” says Eleanor.)
*Industrial History Walk
This was a circular walk around the city centre, the canal basin and other locations connected with
some of Coventry’s craftsmen, inventors, designers and manufacturers.
Organiser’s report:
The weather was fine (though dull) throughout, but heavy rain earlier meant at least 2 people
cancelled. This was an extremely engaged group, with lots of relevant extra information contributed
by participants en route. People commented on never having noticed various features. Dismay was
expressed at the appalling state of the James Starley statue in Warwick Row, especially given
Coventry’s imminent City of Culture status.
A participant’s comment:
“Many thanks for the industrial history trail which I found very interesting and enjoyable. You
managed to highlight a very diverse range of people, places and industries in a relatively small
area - once again illustrating some fascinating aspects of the city's history.”
*Political History trail:
The first ever Political History Trail introduced participants to 1,000 years of Coventry’s history and its
international connections.
Organiser’s report: The walk seemed to go well – keeping to time and with fine weather throughout.
The walk benefited from the beautifully produced handout which all participants received at the
outset, thanks to Positive Images Festival. One walker provided useful suggestions about more places
en route that could be included in future. Several mentioned very personal connections with events
and/or locations and some lively conversation was generated along the way.
Twice as many people came as had enrolled. One of the main reasons for unregistered arrivals was
that the leader of a previous walk on the same day had encouraged them to come. This shows the
value of event organisers recommending each other’s events.
Participants’ comments:
“I have not only learnt more UK and Coventry history but the walk has also refreshed some of the
history knowledge I already had.”
“For me the highlight was in Dresden Place, where Eleanor’s calm understated manner when
giving us the facts I found particularly moving. I didn’t know these things before. Thank you.”
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*Thanks for opening up Coventry in such a very different way, really enjoyed the walk and thanks
for all that you do.”
Several participants found the walk extremely enjoyable and commented how “These kind of walks
really make it more pleasurable to walk around our city.”
One walker “was sorry that in the place where there were stars commemorating famous people
from Coventry, there wasn’t one commemorating Tom Mann (1855-1941), the trade unionist born
in Longford.”
Appreciation for the information element of the walk is evidenced by comments such as: “The
information about Sydney Larkin was an eye opener” and “I didn’t know about the twinning with
Lidice, and even though I walk past the monument opposite St John the Baptist Church, I had
never paid attention to it.”
Comment from a participant of all 3 trails:
“I am writing to say how much I enjoyed the walks that you undertook as part of Positive Images
Festival 2019. You were very informative and we learnt so much about the city and its people and
places. Thank you for your contribution to this wonderful festival and I so hope that you can
continue with this every year. I would recommend your walks to everyone.”
Festival organisers’ comment:
We thank Kevin Foxon for assisting Eleanor Nesbitt during the Literary and Industrial Heritage Trails.
Stoke Heritage Trail: Guided Walks arranged by Stoke Local History Group
Organiser’s report: The two walks held on 27th July brought together a varied range of people: older
citizens who had childhood memories of Stoke, current local residents, younger people with an
interest in local history, and visitors from nearby towns and other parts of Coventry. We had
persistent rain, which made it difficult to manage a trail which is best enjoyed in fine weather.
Nevertheless, people turned up and stayed for the duration of the walks. Three of our walkers were
members of Talking Birds theatre group, who are planning an event in Stoke during this year’s
Heritage Open Days.
Feedback from all walkers was extremely positive. One walker, a professional guide who offers his
own walks around the city, said, “This is an area that I have offered my own guided walks for and
researched thoroughly. Despite this, I learnt a huge amount this morning with the points covered
barely touching the points which were the main themes of my own walk. This goes to show what a
varied and rich history there is in just those few streets. I would thoroughly recommend the Stoke
Local History Group, based on my experiences this morning and look forward to joining with and
working together with their members in future.” An elderly participant, who had lived in Stoke as a
child, told us that she had never been inside the Stoke Park estate before because “children like us,
outsiders, weren’t allowed.” Another walker had similar memories.
Coventry Walking For Health ran free guided group walks across the city to encourage people to
walk for physical and mental wellbeing.
∞ ∞ ∞

Big Lunch/Get Togethers
Canley Big Lunch was a great success and brought together key organisations in Canley – Westwood
Church, the University of Warwick and the Malaysian community, who delivered a community event
with one common purpose – community cohesion. We were not lucky with weather, a total washout. However, this didn’t dampen the community spirit. Everyone enjoyed themselves and requested
a similar event in the future.
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*60 visitors, drawn from diverse backgrounds attended Canley Vintage Tea Party held at Canley
Library.
Organiser’s comment: The temperature on the day was 37 degrees Celsius and many who had come
to the library with very young children had to leave to avoid heat-stroke. May consider BBQ in the
future.
*The Get Together for Jo Cox, held in Spencer Park, attracted 148 visitors, representing a broad
gender, age and ethnic mix.
Visitors described it as “a really good event”. The band and the Bear Hunt came in for a lot of praise.
Foul weather had an adverse effect on the Multicultural Big Lunch at the War Memorial Park on
Sunday 2nd June.
∞ ∞ ∞

Events in Parks:
Bands in the Park: Acoustica performed at Holbrooks Park, Chase Jazzmen at the newly created
Peace Orchard at Coundon Park and Phoenix Rock ‘N’ Roll Band at Allesley Hall. Visitor figures for
Allesley Hall were phenomenally high – 550!
Fun Dog Show: Spencer Park attracted 364 visitors and 89 dogs at the dog show, which had 10
categories. The show was judged by local dog expert Laura Noble.

Best pair at the Dog Show
Delighted visitors’ comments: “great community event”; “enjoyable and well-organised”; “a real
pleasure to be involved in such a great show, hopefully see you all again next year”.
Peace Picnic: A community peace picnic was held at the newly established Coventry Community
Peace Orchard at Coundon Hall Park to mark the 75th anniversary of D-Day. The event was attended
by the Lord Mayor of Coventry, about 400 pupils from 4 schools (Cardinal Newman Catholic School,
Kersley Grange Primary Academy, Coundon Court School and St. Augustine’s Catholic Primary School)
and people connected with the Armed Forces. Games, musical performances and speeches made the
event enjoyable and informative.
Retro Sports & Activities Day: Friends of the War Memorial Park arranged a Retro Sports & Activities
Day, aimed mainly at children.
Organisers’ comment: Because it was a hot day the parents seemed to remain with their picnics
under trees and at a distance. We had 10 different races. Children enjoyed the different styles of
races and asked for more, especially the egg and spoon and the hobby horse races.
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At the review meeting, it was felt that there was a need for more volunteers, a programme stating
the time of each race and the division of races into groups so that the younger ones were not
competing against older children. Attendees were entertained by two bands.
∞ ∞ ∞

Individual events:
*The Civic Launch of Plastic Pollution Exhibition, arranged by SAVERS/Rotary, was held at Holy
Trinity Church. This was well-attended and extremely successful. 80 Pupils from different schools
participated in the project. The exhibition demonstrated the creativity of pupils and their passion for
environmental issues.
*Coventry Asian Blind Association marked its silver jubilee with a huge celebration of its success in
enabling people with visual impairment to lead independent and fulfilling lives. Associated
organisations arranged displays, showcasing their services for blind and partially sighted people. 120
people (50% with disability) attended the event. Volunteers and carers were thanked or their tireless
efforts.
*Coventry Green Drinks, aimed at people interested in sustainability and a healthy lifestyle, proved
to be a wonderful evening, attracting some new individuals.
Attendees appreciated meeting “some wonderfully passionate people, with lots of energy” and the
chance “to talk about sustainability and environment” in “a relaxed setting.”
The comment “Discussing different topics and viewpoints has broadened my horizon” sums up
what this monthly event means to attendees.
*Coventry Interfaith Group arranged a presentation by Zia Janjua, who enlightened the audience
about Growing up in the UK and his Journey with Islam, starting with his school days and leading up
to his retirement. The audience had a good glimpse of the Muslim way of life.
*Farmers’ Market, offering a variety of fresh, locally sourced seasonal produce, was held at
Broadgate.
*Hillfields Readers Group Open Day included author talks, poetry readings, music performances and
a storytelling session with the Imagination Café storytellers and musicians.
*A meeting of the over 50s was held at Cherry Tree Club.
*Members of Coventry Language Café polished their French, Italian and German skills at the
Multilingual Language Café’ meeting at Esquires Coffee, Coventry Transport Museum, and
celebrated its 10th Anniversary.
*Coventry Against Racism’s Screening of ‘Black Sheep’, the story of a black teenager who made
friends with racists, was an unqualified success. The viewing of this Guardian-commissioned film was
followed by an animated discussion.
*79 visitors braved the elements and attended The Weaver’s House Open Day, themed on Medieval
meals.
*Sahyadri Friends Group marked the International Day of Yoga with an invigorating session at the
War Memorial Park.
*The Social Inclusion Night to include people with disabilities was very well-supported by people with
disabilities and their families, who provided very positive comments.
Organiser’s comment: All attendees have been asking me when the next event is going to be held!
*Styvechale Open Gardens
Delighted organisers of Styvechale Open Gardens reported extremely high visitor figures –
approximately 480.
Organisers’ report: We raised just over £7000 for national and local charities, with the majority going
to our chosen local charity, Coventry Myton Hospice.
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All gardeners commented on the large increase in families from minority backgrounds, as well as
visitors from abroad who happened to be in the area – from New Zealand, Australia and USA. We
attribute this very noticeable and pleasing increase to our formal inclusion in the Positive Images
Festival, the support of the Sri Lankan owner of Costcutters (Daventry Road) who encouraged his
customers to attend and to the fact that our Open Gardens is now very much an established
community event. Several visitors commented on the gardens that had welcome notices in different
languages.
And here is an email that a visitor sent to the National Gardens Scheme: “My husband and I wish to
extend our gratitude to all the garden owners from Styvechale We had the most amazing day and
the welcome extended by all garden owners was amazing. We were blessed with good weather,
hospitality and each and every garden was a feast to the eyes.”
Advance notice for 2020 - 14th June
Exciting news: A garden in Cheylesmore was filmed by the BBC Garden Rescue Team for screening in
2020.
∞ ∞ ∞

Exhibitions:
*Coventry Adult Education Service’s Annual Art, Craft & Photography Exhibition & Sale
*Warwick University students arranged an exhibition entitled Coventry: Culture and Social
Innovation on the theme of immigration. The format was very interesting as on display were
personal stories of people who had made Coventry their home. At the public event, students
explained the significance of their research.
*Coventry Dresden Arts Exchange Exhibition, featuring works by 2 British artists and 2 German
artists, was held at Coventry Cathedral. A visitor to the exhibition described the art as “beautifully
emotive”.
*Coventry Archives’ exhibition Passage to Coventry, based on a photographic and oral collection,
highlighted the variety of ethnic groups and nationalities that have made Coventry their home.
*Positive Images Festival exhibitions at the Central Library, highlighting library-based events as well
as key events.
*Reframing the Landscape”, an art exhibition by Arty-Folks’ young adults with mental health issues,
was sited at the Central Library. During the festival period another display was arranged at the City
Arcadia Gallery.
*Save the Planet from Plastic Pollution exhibition, exhibiting pupils’ work from selected schools, can
be viewed at Holy Trinity Church right up to December. The launch event was very well-attended. The
exhibition is attracting an exceptionally high number of visitors.
Organisers’ comment: Some work needs to be done so that the exact location of an exhibition could
be indicated on a poster. Also an exhibition needs to be accompanied by a poster giving a brief
description of Positive Images Festival and contact details.

∞ ∞ ∞
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Comments received by us:
*The brochure looks great – a real diverse range of projects and events, including many
participatory and development opportunities.
*It’s been great to have been part of the 25th Positive Images Festival.
*It would be lovely to partner again in the future for events like this.
*What an amazing programme and what an excellent brochure!
*Thank you for organising such an amazing festival

We were saddened to learn about the sudden closure of Priory Visitor Centre.
We thank:
*All our partners/event organisers and visitors to festival events
*City of Peace News, Chatterbox, Your Call, Cheylesmore Residents’ Update, Fargo, Coventry
Freemen’s Guild, Coventry Telegraph (for publicity on its website), Rhys Davies of Cardinal Newman
Catholic School for publicity in the school’s newsletter and UNA Cov News for the wonderful publicity
given to events during the festival period.
*Tripta for distributing 135 programme booklets, indicating where and how they had been
distributed. We also thank her for promoting Positive Images Festival digitally.
*Our volunteers. Here is a comment from a volunteer who did sterling work to organise Make Music
Day UK.: “Thank you all for giving me the opportunity to be part of this project and I have learnt a
lot from each of you, I sincerely thank you for your support and guidance throughout and look
forward to any future work together.”
*Peter Barnett, Head of Libraries, Advice, Health & Information and a friend and supporter of the
festival
*Coventry City Council’s Events Team for advice and guidance
*Our funders – City of Culture Trust/Heart of England Community Foundation & Awards for All

A thought for the future: The need to circulate draft and amended version for everything to
parties concerned.

The final word:
*It is very encouraging to see more diversity represented in the audience.
*We managed to incorporate national and local campaigns/festivals., etc.
*We journey confidently towards 2021.
*Our 25th festival has ended triumphantly, attracting a record 47,081 visitors!!!

Report prepared by
Mehru Fitter MBE
Secretary, Positive Images Festival
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Coventry Blues
Blue skies define Coventry,
A local club and loyal fans,
Resilience of Coventrians.
With a tourist’s false consciousness
Everything I see I like!
Sent to Coventry but here to stay Croeso y Coventry – a multicultural joy!
Organic and spontaneous
I sit and watch as it blossoms with me inside.
Music – a lifeblood flowing through the city veins –
From local legends to buskers,
Singing in the rain.
Bringing culture and creativity,
Promoting inclusivity.
As I live the gig my ears are ringing
Almost as if the city is singing.
So many retro building styles
Make me go to happy times.
Does Coventry have an accent?
No! It has 140 accents!
A city glowing, shining in opportunity
Elevated from the ashes.
A sky-blue city rebuilt with determination,
Co-operation and Peace!

Poem composed by members of our monthly poetry workshops, led by
Emilie Lauren Jones
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